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SUMMARY . ,

Problem& relating to the stablllty aridcontrol of
tailless airplanes dre discussed in consideration of
contemporary oxperlence and practice. 111the present
state of the design of tailless airplanes, It appears “
that: , i

(1) Sweepback affkmds a method of supplying tail
length for directional and longitudinal stability and
control and allows the utilization of a high-lift flap
but introduces undesirable tip stallhg tendencies that
must be overcome before the advantages of sweepbaok can
be realized

(2) The damping In pltchlng @ppears to have Mttle
effect on the longitudinal behavior of the airplane
provided the static margin Is never.permitted to become
negative

. .
(3) The directional stabll~ty must’be as.great as

for conventional afrplaneq If the s- requirements
regarding satisfactory stability and”control charac-
teristics are to be adheded to ..

(4) The influence of the lateral reslatance and’the
damping In yawing on the flylng quallt~es is samewhatj
obscure; however it is belleved that these parameters
will be of secondary Importance If adequate directional
stablllty Is supplied ,

(5) On account of the dlffiml~ies encountered “in
obtalni.ng-adeq~,te stability and control with tailless
airplanes, It hppears that la thorou@reevaluation of
the relative performance to be expe~c~edfrom tailless
and conventional designs should be made before proceeding
farther with stability and control studies
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Much interest has been sh$wn in tailless airplanes
durtng the past few years. A number of tailless-airplane
designs have appeared and prototypes of several of thesa
designs have been flown extens~vely. It apnears
desirable at this time to amplify and expand an earlier
work (reference 1) relating to linestability and control
of tailless airplanes in the light o? the reoent flight
experience acquired and the related studies that have
accompanied the development of new designs.

It is the purpose of this paper to assemble and
record some expressions of fact and opinion pertaining
to numerous problems that haw assumed significance.in
tailless-airplane design rather tinanto supply specifia
quantitative design data. The problems specifically
discussed in this paper pertain to the requirements and
attainment of longitudinal and lateral stability and
control and to spinning, tunbl.lng,and steadiness in
flight as regards gunnery and bcmbing platfom. A
discussion is also included of some of the relative
merits of tailles,sand conventional airplanes.
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lift coefficient

drag coefficient

rolling-moment coefficient

yawing-moment coefficient

pitching-moment coefficient ..:’.
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yawfng angular velocity “ ....
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hinge-moment coeffic~bnt “

angle of attack

angle of sldesllp

angle of sweep

taper ratio; ratio of tip chord

wing area, except as designated
subscript

to root chord

otherwise by

wing chord, except as designated otherwise by
~ubscrlpt

mean aerodynamic chord

aspect ratio

distance of aerodynamic center fion center of
~avity

v~rtical displacement OS thrust axis from center
of gravity (positive when thrust axis is below
center of ~avlty)

win~ span, except as desi~nated otherwise by
subscript

propeller diameter

stick force

trafling-edge angle (see fig. 11) ‘

landtng-gesr angle (see fig. 13)

control~surface deflection
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Subscripts:

f flap; also, flip~er

a aileron

e elevator

t tab

r rudder

FA about quarter point of mean aerodynamic chord

LONGITUD~AL STABILITYAHD CONTROL

It was noted in reference 1 that a straight wing with
a slight reflex camber and dihedral has all the necessary
aerodynamic characteristics for both longitudinal and
lateral stability. A straight wing employlng a tralling-
edge flap as a trlrmuingcontrols however~ suffers an
undesirable “loss in maximum lift, particularly if the
static margin is large. In order to improve this con-
dition, the installation of leading-edge slats has been
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consldemd. ‘I?hIssolution has fomd
howevqr, ,,becaqseof the aocmpan~ng,...,.,
drag and the miutiuhllyhigh attitude
landiruzwith leadlmz-ed~e slats, At

5

little favor,
increase in profile
required for
the nresent time

the mo=t practloabl; me~hod of otirmmlng-”the deflolenoy
In maxtium llft appears to beto Incorporate sweepbqok
(or sometimes sweepforward) into the wing. The majority
of the contemporary problems in longitudinal stability
of tailless alrplanea arise from the adoption of this
solution. .

Effects of Sweep

Advantages of swee~.- Sweepback gives the wing an
effect~ve ‘tail length and is therefore especially “
adaptable for tailless airplanes. This tall length Is
proportional to the product of one-half the span of the
portion of the wtig with swee and the tangent of the

7sweep angle; consequently, (1 high-lift flaps can be
located at the center of the wing where their lift
increments produce only minor changes In the pitching
moment about the center of gravity of the airplane,,
(2) flaps for longitudinal control can be located near
the wing tips where only minor changes in lift are
needed to produce the requisite pitching-moments for
trim, and (3) more leeway is permttted in locating the
center of gravity inasmuch as the aerodynamic center of.
the wing oan be controlled by the angle of sweepback.

If only high llft is considered, the results of an
investigation relating to the use of various types 0$
flap on swept-back WI*S have lndloated that traillng-
edge split flaps are partlmil.arlysuitable for swept-
back wZngs because of the relatively small pitchi~-
moment Increment accompanying the production of a given. .
lift inorehent (reference 2)0 The ratio of the pltching-
moment Inorement”to the.llft Increment produoed by a
Zlap depends, of oourse, on the position of the oentroid
of the flap load relative to the aerodynamic oentel?of
the wing. The oentroid of the flap load has been -
observed to move forward along the wing chord as the
hinge-line position of the flap Is shifted forward, with
the consequence that the ratio of the flap -pltohing-
moment Inorement to the flap lift Inorement Is”reduced,
The extent of.the foPWard movement of the oentrold of
the incremental flap load acmmpanylng a forward shift
of tie flap hinge line that may be expected”for full-span

. .
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trailing-edge split flaps Is given In figure 1. It was
noted in reference 3 that the ratio of.the flap pitchlng-
moment lnorement to.the flap lift increment could be
,conslderably reduced by moving me flap hinge line forward
with only slight losses In the ma~tude of the flap lift
assootated with a given flap deflection. It appears,
therefore, that shifting the hinge line of the flap affoti
a praising means of rnlnimlzlngithepitching moments
caused by hl~-llft flaps but more data on this effect
“are needed before specific recommendations can be made.
,.

It Is known that, for trailhg-edge flaps, an
inorease in flap chord shifts the centrold.of tlm incre-
mental flap load forward and thus causes a reduotlon in
the ratio of the flap pitching-moment Increment to the
flap llft Increment. This effect can be observed in
figure 1 by comparing the results for different flap
chordss At the present the, the optlmw combination
of.flap”size and flap htnge-line position for spec”lflc
dealgns must be determined by experiment.

The lift increments produced by flaps are governed
also by the plan form of the basic wing design. The
important factors are (1) the aspect ratio, (2) the
ta”@r ratio, and (3) the angle of sweep. Of particular
interest for tailless alrpl~es is the so-called self-
trimming flap, which Is a flap arranged to produoe zero
pitohing-moment Increment”about the aerodynamic center
of the wing. The effect of aspect ratio on the lift-
coeffloient increment produced by a self-trimming
trailtng-edge spltt flap on a swept-back wing is shown
In figure 2. The effect of taper ratio on the lift-
coefficient increment produced by a flap is dlsctised
In reference 4.and an indication of the effect to be
expected.oan be obtained from figure 3. m general,
a moderate taper ratio of the order of 2:1 IS recommended.
The effect of sweepback on the.lift increment produced
by a self-trlnvnhg trailing-edge split flap on a swept-
back wing is shown In figure .4..The data in figures 2.

.. to 4 were taken from an analytloal investigation of .
self-trimming traf.llng-edgesplit flaps (reference 2). I

*

Although trailing-edge split flaps have bedn found
to be partloularly beneficial on swept-back wings in
produolng high lift, It 1s cautioned that there are
oonslderatlons other thatihigh lift Involved in the
seleotion of a flap for a speoifio design. For example,
consideration of the minimum drag of flaps for take-off,

..
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ground olear~ce, and the operation of a pusher propeller
In the flap wake may lead to the adoption of sane other
flap”etin -atsome sacrlfloe in l~ft”.’” .,

Increases In maxlrnumlift oan be expeoted”wiih
swept-forward wings, provided the hl@-llft. fl~ps are
placed on the outer portion of the wing span and thB ‘
flap for longitudinal control de placed at.the center of’
the wing. . . .

Dlsa@vantage of’sweep.- A most disagreeable.oharao-
terlstia of a swept-back wing is-the Inherent tendency
to stall prematurely at the tips, a phenomenon prlmarlly
“associatedwith the lateral flow of’the boundary layer.
This characteristic Is particularly undes~rable beaause
It oocurs f~rst over the rear portion of the wing where
the control surfaces are located. “ The ttp stall is
manifested as a pronounced pitching and rolling insta-
bility aocompqnled by a tendency of the elevators or
ailerons to float upward. An example of the effect
produoed by the tip stall on the pitching moment of a
swept-back wing is given In figure 5(a). The rapid
increase In positive pitching-maent coefficient accmn-
panylng the.tip stall is characterlstlo.

Swept-forward wings tend to stall first at the
central part of the wing. Center-section stalling
causes pitching instability but the rolling instability
associated with the tip stall of swept-back wings does
not oocur. This advantage of sweepf’obward,however,
is partly offset by the difficulty created In obtaining
adequate static balance on account of the forward shift
in the aerodynamic center of the.wing caused by sweep-
forward”. With swept-forward.wtigs, the fuselage or
load-oarrying.elementmust be placed ahead of the wing
In order.that the center of gravity may be’ahead of.the
aerodynamic center. ., ..

Remedies for’tfp stalli .- Before satisfactory
fllgh% behatior oan b , provision must be made
for delaylng or eliminating the ttp stall. Various
solqemeshave been proposed for delaylng or ellm.ititing
the tip s,talland a number of 8“uohschemes are summarized
as follows:
,.

(1) Wing twist - It has been proposed towa@h out the
wing tips, that,1s, t~ lower the hngle of attaok of the
seetion near the tip. Referenoe 5 shows that the &mount

——- .. . —- -— ..——-—- —..— —- . —. -..
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of’washout required to benefit the tip stalling charac=
terlstlos is sufficient to inorease the drag of the wing
serlouslyt.atlow.angles of attaok. One method of
avoiding the high drag is to have a portion of the “wing
:tip rotatable In flight. The rotatable wing tlpsdhould
be so proportioned witlhrespect to the elevator ‘thatthe
airplane mnnot be stalled until the tip angle has been .
-suffioi.efitlyreduced to eliminate the tlp stall.
.%
... .. (2) Change in airfoil section - The Initial s“talllng
of “thewing sections on the outer span of the wing can be
controlled somewhat by increasing the thickness or
changing the camber of the airfoil sections used.. The
results of reference 5 indicate that this method can
appreciably increase the angle of stall of a wing wi%hout
flaps or sweepback, particularly if a change in camber is
used in conjunction with wing twist. me analysis in
reference 5 does not consider the effects of’sweep or
flaps.” Changing the w3ng sections, however, generally
has the .disadvantageof ticreas~ng t~e ~rgg of the wing
at low angles of attack. . ;

(3) Flat-plate separators - IX has been suggested
that the ttp stall might.be delaJed by means of vertical
flat plates or fins alined wlth”tlib.wl.ngchord at about
one-half the distance to th?.wing”.tipand extending
arqund the tra~ling edge of thg wing and forward almost
to the leading edge. The function of the plate is to
pdevent cross flow of the,boundary 1.ay6rby ‘;separatingn
the fields of flow along the wing spkn. Experiments on
swept-back wings with .flat-plateseparators installed
have indioated that some increase In me angle of stall
can be”obtainqd.by this~”rnethodalone but that generally
a new stall is Induced just inboardaof,the plate itself.
Better results might be obtained if the flat-plate
separators are Used in...~on$anction,withchaqges in wing
plan formj particularly In-the vlcinlty of”the wing tip,

- (4.).Cha&e8 in pl~ form at tip - According to tests
. &de in the Lmgley free-flight tunnel, a change in wing
plan form at the tip alone has litt~e effect on the tip
stall (fig. 5), as evidenced by the instability manifested
by the pitching-moment curves for all tip arrangements.
It appears from associated-t~t studies that flow separa-

tion always occurs at the jmc~ion between the tip and
the inboard portion of the wing, Ih any event, the
change In plan form should qxtend inboard of the original
stalled regions.
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(5) Leading-edge slats - The yse”of’tl~ slats has
been found to..bet.he,moste,ffeotiveme~pd of delaying
the”tlp stall. ~adi~<kdge-’””slats”’~ylnobdase+he --J
angle of stall as muoh as 10° if @dlol.ously looated.
Tests of models In the”.LanglSyF@eb-fllght tunnel have
Indicated the neoasstty of extendlzigthe slat at least
over the portton of the wing affeoted by the stall, It
has been found that slat spans of the order of 30 to

“50 percent of the wing sp~ are,necessary to abolish
completely the effects og the tip stall. Typical stalled
areas behtnd a swept-baok wing with various slat
arrangements are shown in figure 6.

If fixed slats are used, an undesirable inorease In
drag may result at low angles of attack. It may be
possible, however, to build retractable slats that have
ohly minor effects on the onr-all drag of the wing at
low angles of attack after more research and work on
the development of retractable slats have been done.

(6) Taper-- Part of the stalllng of swept-back
wings oan bs attributed to hl@ taper. The use of
highly tapered swept-back wings should be avoided,
therefore, inasmuch as data on tapered wings indicate
that the beneficial effects of sweepback can be obtained
with moderate taper ratios of the order of 2:1 (refer-
enoe 5).

Longitudinal Stability...

AS wf~”a conventional airplane, a tailless airplane
Is statiqalJy stable if the center of gravity 1S ahead
o“fthe aerodynamic center. The posltlon of the aero-
d@aml.o center is appreciably affeotdd by (1) ,the
addltioa of a fr+selageor a streamline naoelle, (.2)sweep-

- baok,.and (3).power. The extent of the forward shift of
the aerodynhmlc”center.produoed by a fuselage or h!acelle
has been disc.~sed in referenoe 1. The.baslo”procedures
for oaloulating the aerodynamlo oenter of wings”of
various plan forms are given In reference )+. Applications
of llftl~-surface theory to th6 deten.u$natlonof the
span loading of 8wept-back wlngd can be found in refer-
ences 6-and–7..”.The-effects of-power bn iofigitudinal
stabillty.ar6‘dl~oussed”inthe following p&ragraphsQ

. .

Effeot& of.pbwer,~ Whe anal~sis of”t~ effects of
power oh the +ongltutlInal stability 1.ssomewhat simpler

..
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for tailless airplanes than for the oonvent~onal airplane
on account of the absence of the horizontal tall. For
oonvenlenoe, the effects are”dtvided tnto three parts:

.. .,

(1) Effects assocxl.at%d~lth normal force and di~,ot
thrust of’propellers ., .....

.(2) Effects associated with slipstream velocity and
downwash behind propellers

(3) Effects associated with dynamic action of jets..

TIM effect of the propeller normal force is small ‘
for the conventional arrangements of.propellers and 1s
usually a fixed factor for a given design. Methods of
estimating the effect are available in reference 8. “

As with conventional airplanes, the effect of the
thrust on stablllty Is directly proportional to the prodmt
of the thrust and the perpendimhr distance from the
center of gratity of the airplane to the thrust lindi”
!lhiseffeot is controlled, of course, by the va,rtic&l
looation of the propeller aridthe inclination of the”

. .tbrustline. The farther above the center .ofgravity
the thrust line passes, the greater 1s the stabilizing
ei?fect.producedby a given thrust; dnd tha farther below
the center of gravity t?hethrust line passes, the greater
is the instability produced by a given thrust. lilany
case, the farther from the center of gravity the thrust
line passes, the greater are the changes in,trim d~ to
the thrust that acoompany changes in power. This effect
is illustrated in figure 7. The effects of power were
small when the thrust-line axis passed close to the
center of gratity of the airplane. When the thrust
line was O.O).+&below the center of gravity, however,
the stability decreased appreciably. At a lift cqef-
fiaient of 0.8, the static margin decreased from
O.@ to 0.012 and the unbalanced pitching moment
intrcyluoedby the thrust required about 10° of down
“elevator.totrim the airplane. . .

....:
me propeller slipstream is & I@or.ttit c~ntributing

item to the longitudinal stability .charlicterist$osof the,
airplane - particularly for tractor arrangements. The
controlling factor is ~hs location..of’”theaerodynamic
center of-the-portion of tie wing hqmersed,ln the sllp-
streamg If the aerodynamic ceqkpr’o.fthis portion of
the wing Is beh!l@ the oenter of gratity of .@ airplane,
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the slipstream produces a stabilizing effect; if the
.... aerodynamic.c~nter.of..thispo,rt~onof the wing 15 ahead

of the “centerof gravity of tb” Airplane’,‘-th6””-sIlpStWe~
produces a destabilizing effect,. Design parameters
affecting the contribution of the “propelierslipstream
are (1) the location of the section aerodynamic centers,
(2) the spanwise location af the propellers, and (3) the
inclination of the propeller axis.. The basic moment of
the immersed wing sections also has ,aneffect. Figure 8
indicates the magnitude of some.of the power,effects to
be expected.

For the tractor-type taille”ssairplane shown in -
ftgure 8, the thrust line passes near the center of
gratity so that the effect of the thrust is.negligible.
The aerodynamic centers of the wing sections immersed
in the slipstream are ahead of the center of gravity,
however, and the slipstream therefore produces a
destabilizingeffect.

From consideration of changes In static margin and
trim, it appears desirable on tailless airplanes of the
pusher type to locate the th~~st line close to the center

of gravity of the airplane
(
~< 0.01 is recommended

)
and, if feasible, to locate the propeller so that the’
aerodynamic centers of the wing sections affected by
the inflow to the propeller are either on .orslightly
behind the lateral axis through the center of gravity
of the airplane.

For jet-propelled airplanes, the location and
inclination of the jet axis exerelses an effect on
the stability characteristics of the airplane similar
to the effect Droduced by the thrust of a propeller.
At the present time, it appears that the location of the
jet axis should be governed bv the same factors which
were considered in the discussion concerning the loca-
tion of the thrust line of conventionally powered
airplanes.

Damping in pitch.- As pointed out in refere.me 1,
the low value of C%’ associated with tailless airplanes

is no serious disad&tage so far as the damping of the
oscillations are concerned if the airplane has a positive
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static margin. It appears that damping is
by the particular ooupling of the modes of
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introduced
motion aa

affected by me low tilue”of
c%

and by the reduced

radius of gyration In pitch as ~own in reference 1
and figure 9. The reaulta of tests In the Ungley free-
flight tunnel (reference 6) indicated that changea In
the rotational damping In pitch have little effeot on
the longitudinal ateadlneas for values of the static
margin greater than 0.05.

It was pointed out In reference 1 that the reduced
damping in pitchof a tailless airplane might result in
an uncontrollable motion of the airplane if the atatlc

‘ margin Is allowed to become negativwe This contention
has been supported by subsequent tests in the Langle

{
free-

fllght tunnel (reference). The tests tndlcated tha a
serious form of instability may develop when the static
margin of a tailless airplane becomes negative. As a
result of this danger of uncontrollable motions with
negative static marglna, it la recommended that the
center of gravity of a ta$llesa airplane never be
permitted,under my conditions, to reach a position
behind the aerodynamic center.

. .
. Tumblln~.- A form of dynamlo Instability of tailleaa

airplanas may be manifested as tumbling. Trebling conslsti
of a contlnucua pltchlng rotation about the lateral axis
of the airplane. The maneuver is extremely violent and
imposes severe accelerations on parts of the airplane.
So far as is known, there are no authenticated instances
of the occurrence of tumbling in flight. Models of
tailleas al.r~laneshave been made to treble in the Langley
2@foot free-spinuing t~el, however, by forcing the
model to simulate a whip stall- At Vae present.time,
howe~r, ltttle is known about ~~e mech~ics of the
tumbling motion. Tests conduotsd In the Langley 20-foot
free-spinning tunnel have shown that tl+eposition of”the
center of gravity has a FrOnOUnOed effect on the motion,
It appears that nrovislon of’a large .statZomargin
prevents tumbling but that a stable tumbllng condttion
may exist if the static margin is alight. !l?estshave
shown also that once the tumbling motion has started
the “nomal flying controls are relatively Ineffectim
for recovery from this stable tumbling condition. -.

In view of the severity of the tumbllng maneuvera,
It Is recommended that tmbllng teats be req~red of
models of all fighter tailless airplanea.
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One of the diffioult problems In the design of
tailless airplanes Is the provlslon of adequate longi-
tudinal oontrol. The type of longitudinal control
usually employed consists of an elevator (or flap)
plaoed at the trailing edge of the wing. With this “
type.of control, the loss In lift caused by the flap
deflection required to trim & slrplane can be appreclalile,
partlctdarly for a tailless airplane with a large statio
margin. The oomputed loss In lift that results from
trhmdng the airplane at various values of statlo margin
is shown In figure 10. It is etident from figure 10 that
the 10SS In lift caused by the longlttiinal control can
be minimized by placlng the control surfaces at the tips
of highly swept-back wings of high aspect ratio. When
the longitudinal control is placed near the.whg tips,
the elevator can be combined with the aileron In an
arrangement to be discussed later in the section entitled
‘lAileronControl.fs

Design requirement.- It 1s to be expected that the
elevator stick-force requirements for tatlless airplanes
should be the same as for conventional airplanes of the
same class. The balance requirements for tailless
airplanes, however, are more severe than for conventional
airplanes. For tinesame statio msrgin, the elevator of
a tailless airplane usually must be deflected considerably
more than that of a conventional airplane in order to
produce the same changes in trim lift coefficient in
flight. The elevator on tailless airplanes, being an
integral part of the wing, must also oparate at all
angles of attack of the wing up to the stall. The
elevator must therefore be ‘oalanoedover a large range
of angle of attack and deflectton-

In order that push f’orcesmay be required to
increase the airplane speed (from trti speed) and that
pull foroes may be required to reduoe the airplane speed,
the inherent upfloating tendenoles of the elevator with
increasing angle of attack must be reduced. The critical
case for stick-foroe reversal (called elevator snatoh)
is that for neutral lmgltudlnal stability (or zero
stati.omargin). If there 1s to be no stick-force
reversal for this case, the variation of the elevator
hinge moment with angle of attaok must be zero or posltlve
at all angles of attack throughout the flight range.
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When this condition Is fulfllled, the elevator either
remains stationary or floats down as the angle of attack
Is Increased. lWrther discussion of this point may be
found in reference 10.

Types of control.- A plain flap is unsuitable for
use as an elevator on a tailless airplane mainly because
it floats upward as the angle of attack of the wing Is
Increased. In figure 11, the upfloating tendency of
the f’lapis manifested by the increasingly negative
flap hinge moments that are developed as the a~le of
attack is Increased. Various balancing schemes have
been proposed for reducing or eliminating the upfloating
tendency of plain flaps but no aerodynamic balances are
yet known that completely satisfy the daslgn requirements.
Several balance arrangements, however, show promise of
being satisfactory In Imo-di.’nenslonaltests but have
received no experimental verification in three-dir.ensional
tests. A few of the proposals are discussed in the
following para~aphs:

(1) revels - Fi&re 11 presents the variation of
elevator section hln~e-moment coefficient with angle of
attack at zero elevator deflection for straigl%t-si.deand
beveled elev~tors with and without Internal balance vented
at the hin~e line. The curves Indicate that the desired
hinge-moment variation with angle of attack cannot be
obtained with these arrangements of bevel and internal
balance. Since the slopes for all elevators are nearly
parallel at large angles of attack, It is not to be
expected that favorable curvas can be obtained either
by further increasing the trailing-edge angle or by
increasing the length of the internal balance vented at
the hinge line.

Veveled elevators also affect the location of the
wing aerodynamic center. The magnitude of the effect

‘ depends on the chord and span of the elevator. In
general, the stick-fixed aerodynamic center of the wing
moves forward with an increase in traillng-edge angle,
and the stlck=free aerodynamic center of the wing moves
backward with an increase in trailing-edge angle.

(2) Special venting - It has been sug~sted that an
internal balance be used which has a vent near the airfoil
leading edge. Analysis of available data indicates that,
at large angles of attack, however, this arrangement
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would.have the“same.un~favorable--oharaolwri.$t.i.c8,.aa,
the Internal-balanoe arrangements vented”at the hi~e
line.

An analysis of prbssu%-distribution data indtcates
than an internal balaoe ven,tednear the trailing edge
of the alrfoll would give the desired hl.nge-mome~tvarla-
tlon with angle of attack. The faot that the pressure
changes in this reg~on of the airfoil are small,”however,
appears to demand an internal balance of s“uchlength as
to be impracticable.

(3) Slots ahead of elevators - AS the upfloating
tendenoy Inharent in all control surfaoss at large angles
of attaok Is ctiusadby air-flow sej?flrationover the
c~ntrol suri’.~c(+s,it has been proposed that slots be
plaoed in t“:lswing shad of the elevator as-one means of.
suppressing tJ-liseffect. Very llitie research has been
do~.eon tkis pert!-cularschsme however and, at the
present time, all tkst can be said is that it might be
advantageOUS.

(4) Aut3natlcally controlled tabs - Several rather
mechanlcall-yCC.np-LSXtypes of balance have been proposed
to prevent e?.evat~r-forceraversalsc Becauso a tab is
normall~ a powerf-~1means of changing elevator hinge
moment9, it hcs been proposed to place a tab on the
elevator and cauge the tab to deflect upward In such a
manner that the elevator floats down when the angle of
attaok is Increased. The deflection of the”tab would be
controlled either by lln~lng It.to an internal balance,
suitably vented, or.by linking it to a ~ree-floating
spanwise portion of the elevator oalled a flipper. The
flipper should be located along the span in a regiofi
where the.stall Is first manifested over the control
surface. Two-dtiensional charaoteristlcs Of se-ral
such fllpper-thb arrangements have been computed frm .
section data, an~ the results are presented In figure 12.
Some of’the ccmflguratlons result ir- hinge-moment slopes
that dre elthen zero or positive at all angles of attack.
If similar ch(~racterl.stiescould be obtatned in three-
dimensional Sjawz no stlok-foroe reversal”wolhldoccur
for thbae ctiblnat?xms. The stiok f@rco could be
control?.ed“r)yadap+:in.ga spring either to the same tab
or to an.aW~iliary tab.

(~) Spoilers - The posslblllty of using a spoiler
as an elevator has been suggested as a means of avoiding
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stiok-foroe reve”rsals. The loss In lift accompanying
the produotlon of a given plt@ng moment i.sgreater
with the spoiler control, however, than with the elevator
oontrol. Uhpubllshed tests of rearWardly located spoilers”
on two different models codflm. the fact that spoiler
projections of less than .O.OIC producg negliglbld :
ohanges In llft. Such a spoiler lsmundes~rable for
longit@lnal c~ntrol because a small stick movement
produces no change in t=im, whereas a larger movement of
the stiok may produce large changes in trti and normal
aoceleratlon. The characteristics.of’spoilers can be
controlled somewhat by adjusting the spoiler span and by
incorporating special venting to the spoiler.

.
lhasmuoh as the spoiler may be located ahead of an

aileron, an upward deflection of the spoiler would
cause the aileron to have an upfloating tendency and at
the same time cause the ailerons to be less nearly
balanoed.

Control for take-off.- Uhder take-off conditions,
the longitudinal control, besides supplying a pitching
moment large enough to trim the wing at the lift coef-
ficient corresponding to the ground angle of the air-
plane, may be required to supply the “additional” pitching
moment necessary to counteract (1) the pitching moment
of the weight of the airplane about the point of contaot
with the ground, (2) the pitohing moment created by the
friction force on the wheels, and (3) pitching moments
arising from interference caused by the proxlml.tyof the
airplane to the ground (references 11 and 12). In order
to make certain that the airplane has adequate longitudimil
control to compensate for these additional pitching
moments arising during the take-off, the Army requirements
for an airplane equipped with a trlo@e landing geaY
state-that the longitudinal controlshall be powerful
enough to pull the nose wheel off the ground at 80 percent
.ofthe take-off speed during operation off terrain where

“ the coefficient of friction Is 1/10 (reference 13).“ An
idea of the magnitude of the ‘~addltlonalf’pitchfng mOment
that the longitudinal control must supply to com~ensate
for the extraneous effects assoolated with take-off”may
be obtained from figure 13. .

Beoause
the elevator

: ‘difficult to

of the short moment arm
of a tailless airplane,
design an elevator that

associated with
It Is extremely
can alone supply
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---- the pitchlng-mbments ne ee as.ary..toiMeet the Army take-off
requirements; for example, point A spotted on f~~~fi~a( c)
was computed for’a typfca.1,taillessa.irp,lanq.”
case, a pitching-moment coefficient of -0.335 Is .nqeded
~toraise the nose wheel off the grti.:: .~q ‘elevator.
effectiveness %lBe for this alrplaqe,ls ,only-0.00> per.. , ..:. .
degree, and thus ‘theelevator cannot raise the nose wheel
for take-off. In order to remedy thtsal”tuatlon,:It”has
been proposed to utilllzethe nose wheel as a jack to
adjust the ~ti angle during the take-off’run. If some
scheme of this type is not provtded,‘It“appearslikely
that tailless airplanes may eicperiericedlff’icultyln .
raising th6-nose wheel off the ground at take-off if.the
landing-gear angle 9 Is l=ge, particularly with large
static margins. .“

Center-of-gravity range.- On the basis of the .
lo~itudina’1 stability and control qrobldrnswhich have-
been discus,ied;It appears that the perrn~ssiblerange
of center-of-gravltT position compatible with satisfactory
flight hehavlor is more critical.for tailless airplanes
than for convention~l airplanes. If the static margin
becomes negative, there Is dan@r of encountering
lo~ituQhal Instability either as a diver~ence from
strai~ht flight or as tumbling. If the static nm?gln “
is too peat, the elevator central qey not be powerful
eno~h t’oraise the nose wheel off the ~~ound at take-off.
Furthermore, if the static mar@n Is large, the elevator
deflection required to”trim the-airplane In-level flight
may seriously impair the efficiency of the wing witha
consequent loss in performance of the airplane. At the
present the, a range’of ultimate static niarginfrom 0.02
to 0.08 appears to be reasonable for tailless airplanes.

. . .
. . t

LATERAL STABILITY AND COl@ROL. ~

Directional Stabj.llty .

Since the publication of reference 1, several models
of tailless airplanes have been tested In the Langley

. free-fli@t tfiel. It has been verified from these
tests that the amount of directional stability possessed
by tailless alrnlanes should be’as medt as remlred on
conventional ai&planes if the same ;equirement~ regardl~
satisfactory flylng qualities are to be adhered to. The
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value.”of the directional-stability parameter Cn ,
!?recmnms,ndedfor conventional .ai.rplanes,is usual y

greater than 0.001 ~er degree. As evidenced from
figure ~, however, models have been flown in the
Langley free-flight tunnel and with a value of Cnn of
only one-third this amount although the best fl~& ‘.
qualities of these models were obtained with values
of Cfi

P
In excess of O.OO1.r

The inherent aerodynamic,characteristics of the
wing alone have sometimes been tried as the source for
directional stability. The amount of stability contri-
buted by the wing depends on the wing plan form and the
lift coefficient. The effect of the wing plan form
does not appear large but more data are needed on this
subject. The directional stability of the wing alone
Increases somewhat with llft coefficient. The direc-
tional stability at low angles of attack for the wing
alone has generally been found to be inadequate although
adequ”atestability may sometimes exist at high angles of
attack.

A pasher propeller usually contributes a small
.“ degree of directional stability because of the sta-

bilizing normal propeller force. If, in addition, the
pusher propeller Is mounted behind a vertical tail sur-
face; an additional increment In directional stability
Is realized from the vertical tall surface because of
the effects produced by the inflow of air into the
propeller.

Me destabilizing effect of a fuselage or stream-
line nacelle on the directional stability has been
discussed in.reference 1. The destabilizing effect of
the fuselage and nacelle of tailless airplanes is
usually at least as great as the stabilizing effects
contrlbuted”by the win

t
alone. It is therefore necessary

on tailless airplanes o provide some method of supplying
directional stability.

The provision of.adequate directional stability for
tailless airplanes is more diffi.oultthan for conven-
tional ai~lames because of the.phort longitudinal moment

..- .a~. A variety 0$ ftn arrange~.nts and end plates of
the type ”discussed.inreference 1 has been tested on
models of taillegs airp~anes in the Langley free-
flight tunnel in an effort to improve the directional.....
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.... stabillty of:.gpeol.flcmodels,. A...~JSUmdOf:S@nQnQ of t~.............
more pertinent.considerateons thqt have..evolved”fr”~
these tests 1s given in the subs~quent dlsous.slons.

(1) Fins,- It has be& fou@l that, ~for& tailless
airplane having a straight wing, adequate,directional
atablllty can be provided bytvertlcal tall surfaces .,
located at the center section of’the wing near the
trailing edge (or on:the fuselage if one is available).
The.size and number of vertical tails neoessary fOr a:
speolfio design of course depends prlmarlly on the
degree of directional stability required. When jnultiple
tails are used,it appears to be preferable to use as
few tai,lsof as high aspect ratio as possible because
(a) fins of’high aspect ratio are more effective than fins
of low aspect ratio, (b) the interference effects between
adjaoent vertical fins are mln.lmized,and.(o) much of
the fin is outside the relatively thick boundary layer
on the upper rear surface of the wing.

If the tailless airplane has a swept-back wing,
the usual practice Is t~ place the wrtical tall surfaces
at the tips rather than at the center section in order
to take advantage of the longer moment arm available.
When vertical fins are placed at the wing tip extremities,
however, the moment arm associated witlithe drag of the
tip fln is so large (one-half the span) that the drag
characteristics as well as the lift Characterlstlcs of the
tlp fins exert an influence on the directional stability.
The relative contribution of the llft and drag of the
tip fins to the directional stability of the airplane
of course depends on their inherent aerodynamic charac-
terlstlcs. Some attention must accordingly be devoted .
to setting the initial angle of the tip fins.

If directional stabll%ty is to be obtained with
tip fins of low aspect ratio (less than about 2), the
tip fin must be set with some inl.tlaltoe-in because of
the large induced drag associated with lifting surfaces
of low aspect ratio. When the airplane is yawed, the
stabilizing mcments generated by tip fins are.produced
by the large indubed drag of the forward wing tip. .If,
on the other hand, directional stablllty is to ‘be
obtained with tip fins of’moderate or high aspect ratio,
the tlp “ftnsmust be set with some Inttial toe-out.
With toed-out tlp fins, the stabilizing moments are
generated by the outwardly direoted lift as explained
in referenoe 1. The stalling characteristics of the

— -..— —. - .—. .- —. —
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tip fins, morebver, are an important design consideration.
When an airplane with toed-out tip fins Is yawed to an
angle sufficient to stall the rear tip fin, a large
destablllzlng moment is generated by the Increased drag
of the rear tip fin. On the other hand, when an airplane
with toed-in tip fins is yawed to an angle sufficient
to stall the forward tip fin, a lsr~e stabilizing moment
Is produced. The manner in which the stalling of toed-in
and toed-out tip fins affects the directional stability
of the airplane is Illustrated tn figure 15.

It has been suggested that the effectiveness of
drag tip i’lnscan be augmentsd by employing an airfoil
section possessing aerodynamic characteristics similar
to those shown In figure 16 for the I?ACA1306 airfoil.
In practice, the tip fins are set at tha correct angle
of toe-in for zero lift in straight flight. When the
airplane sldeslips, the angle of attack of the leading
tip fin is made more negative and thus causes a large
increase in the profile-drag coefficient due to flow
separation; whereas, at the same tlt,le,the angle of
attack of the traillng tip fin is Increased positively
and thus causes only a relatively small increase in its
profile-draC coefficient. Drag fins of this type have

‘1 not been tested in flight. A lateral oscillation may
possibly develop as a result of drag hysteresis, although
such an effect has not been observed In tests of small-
scale models.

. .
The most effective tfp fins tested in the Langley

free-flight tunnel have been based on the profile-drag
principle. Tip fins based on induced-drag principles
have “been somewhat less effective. The tip fins based
on llft ,principleshave been the least effective tested
because of the short moment arm associated with the
llft tip fins. The moment arm, however, is controlled
.bytbe ~le of sweep so that, for wings with a large
amount of “sweepback,it may be feasible to design an
effect$ve lift tip fin. Central fins have generally
been satisfactory, particularly if mounted on the end
of a fuselage.

“(2) Turned-down wing tips”-.T’hOamount of lnherOnt
‘ directional stability possessed.by’a wing hay be
increased by turning down the wing tips; thus, in
,effect, the wing tips are made to function somewhat
as”.lbwer-surfacetip fins “andthe increased directional
. . .....
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stablllty Is ma~fested through the outward lift
developed on the wing tips, The trimrporatlbn of ““ “
posit$ve dihedral angle on tilewing, however, results
in .adeareass.in dlrecticmal stability because the llft
of the whg”ltself 3.s””ddreoted Inwsrd rather than out-
ward (f~g~ 27). The:destabllizlnglhflWnce of a
positive dlhgdral &@le must be ta’ken.Intoaccount In
oomputtng the directional stability required~of the .. “,
w}ng tips. An examination of figure 17 Indi.oatesthat
tie effects of the dihedral Gan praotioally nuIlify the
eH’ects of the turned-down wing tips. Tur~ed-down wing
tips are bel!eved to be less “satisfactoryfor securfng
directional stabillty thgn fins of the types previously
dlsoussed. ●“

(3) Automatic control = It has been suggested that
a tailless airplane of very low directional stability
with fj.xedcontrols could be flown satisfactorily If an
automatlo pilot were gaared to the direotlonal control in
s’lcha manner that when the airplane sideslipped the
amount of directional control supplied would be sufficient
to Inorease the e~fectlve value of Cnp. Reference 1

includes ths suggestion that the directional control
could be linked with the aileron control in order to
minimize the effects of adverse aileron yaw. It is
beliemd that satisfactory flight behavior could be
obtaln~d with such automatic-stab$lizi.ngschemes although,
at the present time, no flight Investigations of such
“applicationshave been reported-

Directional Control

The requirements of rudder control for tailless
airplanes are essent~ally the same as for conventional
airplanes. Rudder control Is necessary to counteract
the ad,yerse”yawoccurrtng during rolling maneuvers and
to protide sufficient directional oontrol to trim the
airplane directionally at operation under asymmetric
power oonditlons. At the present time

t
the solution to

the problem of creating adequate direo ional control
rests prlmarlly in r6dublng the yawing moment that suoh
a oontrol must overcome; thus,it Is of partloular
advantage on tailless airplanes to 100ate the propellers
as oloae as possible’to the oenteir.lineati to provide.
ailerons that oreate fkvorable yhWtng moments when
deflected.

~
..

.-
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The provision of’adequate directional oontrol on
a tailless airplane with rudders based on llft principles
is difficult because of the small moment arm available
for control. Computations have indicated that rudders
based en lift ~ri’nciplesalone generally are not able to
counteract the yawing moments generated by severe
asymmetric thrust conditions even if mounted at the tlp
of a swept-back wing. Lift rudders must also develop an
appreciable side force because ‘ofthe short moment arm.
In order to compensate for this side force, the tailless
airplane must be sldeslipped or banked an appreciable
amount because of its low lateral resistance. Some of
the.fll&ht ,difficultiesthat may arise as a result of
these circumstances are di~cussed In reference ~. Some
use has been made, therqfore, of directional control
that is dependent upon &wag characteristics because of
the large moment arm which can be obtained by locating.
the drag directional control at the wing tip.

It appears possible to design a rudder based on
drag”principles utilizing a double split flap (brake
flap) that could trim the yawing moxents caused by
asymmetric thrust conditions (fig. it). It is cautioned,
however, that””split-flaprudders may generate undesirable.“ rolling moments along with the yawing mo~.entsproduced.
This t~o of rudder may also affect the performance of the
airplane if the dra~ increments necessary for control are
very large. At the present time, specific designs of
rudders of this type should be developed experimentally.

.

The use of propellers mounted in the wing tips has
been.proposed as a method for supplying,directional
stability and control. Such a system could, of’course,
be used e&”silywith an automatic pilot. It is believed,
however, ~L~akstructural considerations may make such
an arra~eme”nt impracticable at the present time... .,.. . . .

., .
Dihedral . ~.’

. .

‘Riefiequlrementsof dihbdial for stability are
essentially the same for .atailless airplane as for a
conventional airplane. Computations of the type presented
In references 15 and 16 and .invest.igationscondtictedin
the Langley free-flight tunnel “(fis. 14 and reference 17)
have indicated that, in the interest of lateral control
and steadiness in gusty air, it is desirable to keep the
effective dihedral angle small. The results of these
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investigations haVe lndloated that, for satisfactory
.,.. ,la:teralstab$llty~ ,~e,qff’ctlve dihe~al angle should........ .

not exoeed a value’’cor~esporidl’ng”to- ‘CZB= O.OOl-per---
‘de&ee. This value of Cl oorrespondi to a geometrio

- dihedral angle of about 5oPon a“plain wing with no..,
sweepbaok. It is noted that f’ora wing with no sweep-
baok Cl is practically independent of lift ooeffloient.

P
Effe.otof sweepback.- SystOm”atioinvestigations to

dete~ne the effeot of sweepback and taper on CIP are

being conduoted. The limited data available at t~
present time lndloate that the effeotiv~ dihedral
of a swept-back wing increases with angleot attack; It
1s thus advisable to US6 a geometric dihedral angle of
about 0° In order that, at the higher lift coefficients,
the effeoti.vedihedral does not ~~oeed 30 or 4°. The
increase in CZB with angle of qttaok for a swept-back

wing is”not so detrimental as might first be supposed,
however, because of the accompanying increase In -
weatheroook stability. An empirioal formula for estlmaldng
the effect of sweep on Cz is dlsoussed In reference 18.

P
Effeot of swdepforward.- The effective dihedral of

a swept-forward wing decreases as the angle of attack Is
increased. Some Idea of the magnitude of the effect
to be expected is gtven in referenoe 18. There Is an
indication also that the weathercock stability of a
swept-forward wing may decrease with increase in angle
of attaok. ‘l’hiseffect would make the attainment of
lateral stability over a large range of angle of attaok
difficult. More information on swept-forward w@gs is
needed, however, in order to evaluate theSt3 effects..

Aileron Control

Tliealliron control of a talllesa al-lane presents “-
no problems greatly different from those for conventional
airplanes. .Aneffort should be made, however, to avoid ..

1ad~rse aileron yawing moments, partimlarly if the
dlrectlonql st8bllity is low, in order to minimize the
sideslip developed during roll”lngmaneuvers, Adverse
aileron yawing moments can be minimized b, upriggl~g ..

rboti.alle”rons.or by utilizing rotatable w mg tips of....“
the type pre~ously descrtbedo Jh order to overcome -
the effects of adverse aileron.yaw, it maybe of
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admantage ta”employ a spr”lngoonneotion between the
afleron and redder oontrol in a manner described in the
section Ontltled .ff!l?a-qti-oal.maneuvers,n It 1s desirable
also-that no pltohing”moments be produoed by.the defl.ec-

.: tion of the ailerons beoause me ailerons have nearly
the same moment arm as the elevators, It Is necessary
therefore to use allerona with an”equal up and down
defleotipn.

Spotler control.- The Me of spoilers for ailer,ons
on tallless airplanes has been advooated frqu time to
t~m6. If only upgolng spoiler projeotlons are used,
thempitohing m~ents developed are prohibitive. A

. spoiler a~angement employing equal up and.down pr”o-
Jectlons would improve this oondition but the data ,.
available are “Instificient.f’orevaluating conclusively
the merits of suoh a“system. .

.. .
Eleven cqntrol.- For some tallIess airplaries

utlllzZng a swept-~ack wing, ailerons pLaced near tti”
wing tips have been made to aot also as elevators
beoause the gost effectfve position for.both controls
is near the wing tips and because larger-span lift
flaps can be employed if the two controls are.oombined.
Suoh an arrangement, called el’emns, combines the design
requirements of both aileron and elevator In one control
and introduces additional problems. ,

.
T& total effective deflection’range for an eleven

mtit be”.thesum of the ranges required for the aileron
and.elevator. -The fact that the neutral position of
the eleven may be at some upward deflection when it 1s
functioning as an aileron can be utilized to a certain
extent In reducing the.aileron stick forces. With a
large statio margin, however, the full aileron deflection
used with the large upward”elevator deflection re@ired
at low qpeed may produce large:pitching moments and
small rolling moments because the upgolng ele.vonmay
stall. In order.to imprmre this condition in some:designs,
the use of an auxillarylongltudinal trimming device
called a pitch flap has”been proposed, The pitch flap
1s looated”,outboard.of the aileron. With such a device,
the lateral control could be obtained at low speeds by
supplylng most of the trim with the pl.tchflaps and
thereby ~inimlzhg the upward deflection ot the elevens.
The elevona then would be deflected as ailerons owr a
greater linear range of the curve of rolling moment
against deflection. “
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The”conditions ,regulatlng.the balame of an eleV&
.-,,. for a typioal-large.tailleas..alrplape,.@q +@loated .$,ri

figure 19. The ranges of values of .0h8 aIid”O&” thlit

satlgfy the stipulated elevator and’alle,ron~equirements
lndeper@ently were evaluated by the methods given In
references 10 and 19. The orosshatuhed.region inolude.s
dl,l~al~s of Chb am Cha that satisfy simultaneously./
the stipulated elevator and aileron requirements. The
elevorlmust be balanced over a muoh larger.defleotlon
range than either the.elevdtor or aileron alone and,.
beoause of the increased deflection range required,
greater physical limitations are Imposed concerning th”e
length of the Internal balance that can be used. The
considerations that have already been discussed in regard
to controlling the upfloatlng tendency of the elevator
with angle of’attack also apply to the elevens.

Trimming-tab”oper~tion of elevens differs from that
for ailerons alone in that lihetab must trim the hinge
moment of each eleven to zsro when it Zs desired to trim
the airplane in roll in order to prewnt tha development
of elevator stick forcss. For ailerons alone, it is
essential only that the tab oause one atleron hinge
moment to balance that of the other aileron.

Section data from unp~llshed tests of an internally
balanced, beveled, 0.180 eleven with 0.25ce tab Indicate
that for angles of attack up to the stall a full-elevon-
span tab deflected +20° could trim to zero the hinge
moment of an eleven deflectad +25°. The same data,
however, Indicate that little If any additional rolling
mmnent oan be produced by deflecting the eleven upward
beyond 25° at large angles of attaok. .

Dynamic Stability ~

Damping in yawl~.- For tailless airplanes, the
rotational damping 1s invariably low on account of the
reduotion of the tall length. A oomparisonof the
measured damping-mopent coefficient due”to yawing at a
lift coefficient of 0..60for various tailless airplanes
and a oonventlopal airplane is given in figure 20. The
values were obtained by-the free-oscillation method
desoribed in reference 20. ~ portion of C% con-

trlbuted by bhe wings canbe estimated from M“e-data
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In reference 21..,.It.wad pointed out in reference 1,
however, that within the usual limits of dihbdral and
directional stability the damping of the lateral oscil-
lations is generally greater than would be indicated from
only the damping due to yawing velocity. Subsequent

. experience in flying tailless models in the Langley free-
fli”ghttunnel has substantiated this statement, and it
appears that the small values of the damping parameter C%

associated with tallless””airplaneswill not be excessively”
detrimental to.the$,f’lyingqualities provided the direc-
tional stability”.ofthe airplane Is adequate. The damping
of tb.qlateral oscillations 1s likely to be critical in
the hi~.-epeed conditions because both ~ and the

. coupling.between”the yawing and rolling mo~ion tend to
dimi~iah at”.~he’lowangles of attack.

..
@n acc.ount:ofthe low values of CL ‘associated

with tailless.a.fiplan~g,stiineapprehensi~n has existed
concernlng”~he”lar~e~angles of sideslip that may be
develbped whep.the.a~~rplaneis subjected to a disturbance
of the type produded’by asymmetric loss of thrust. There
appear to be .llo:data”pePtainingto the direct effect of
CL on a sidesllpping motion of this t~e. The expe-

ri~nce acquired in flying tailless-airplane models”in
the LanQey .tiee-f’lighttunnel”bas.indicated that the
effect of. C’

.%?
is probably ”secondaryto other parameters.

The r6sul~s presented in ~e.fer~~ce15 Indicate that the
maximwn amplitude of the sideslip ,osclllationis -
influenced markedlyby the roll.in~moment due to the
sideslip~ Ctn .ahd’pqrtfcularly by the ‘yawingmoment due

tO the Sfd6S!ip Cnc. Increasi& either the directional

stability or the dfiedral reduces the magnitude of the
sideslip generated by a yawing moment but the greatest
reduction in sideslip appears to result from increasing
the directional stability.

spinni~ .- Tests condtictedin $ha Langley 20-$’oot
free-spinning tunnel have indtcated that the steady-
spin characteristics of tailless airplanes are essentially
tinesame as for conventional airplanes.. The control .
manipulations requlred”~~or.reoo~eryfrom a steady spin,
however, have been fo~d.to .depe~ On the type and
location of the contro+ surface.:.employed.

. ,. .....“.,.
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- For tailless a~rplanes t~t have a vertical tail “
mo~ted”at” the rear of a fuselage, the application of
midder obzitrol“woill~””pr”obabl.y”affeotthe spin.tn..amanner
stmila~ to that for a convpntlonal airplane because the

● . ““ vertloql tall Is not blanketed by the”.whg. ‘If.the
.. ver”tlcaltall Is located “on the rear upp6r surfaoe of

.“ the wing, however, the rudder oontrol is likely to be
.ineffeetiva beoause of the blanketing effeot of the wing.

For~tailless airplanes that have vertical tails at
the”wing tips, the applioat~lonof r@deP controlwould
prohabl.ybe effective fbr spin reoovery, partloularly if
the rudder extends below the wing.. For tailless-
alrplane””designswithout a fuselage, spin recovery has
been found to .beexpedited by application of rolling
moments against the spin. The ailerons therefore shoizld
be moved against the spin for best recovery. The mmaents
produoed by traillng-edEe drag rl,adderaIn the stalled range
of angle of attack may be considerably differenr from those
in the unstalled r~ge. Some types of drag rudder have
been found to produce appreciable pro-spin rolling
moments when applled.ag.ainstthe spin and therefore are
not eff90tlve for recovery. It Is recommended, therefore,
that the aerodynamic characterlstlos tn yaw for different
rudder deflections of tailless,-airplanedesigns that have
drag rudders be obtained at angles of attack beyond the
stall if the possiblltty of a spin appears likely. The
results of these tests would faoilltate the evaluation
of the relative merits of alternative rudder designs.
For a oamplete investigation of the recovery character-
tstlcs, spin tests of the model are usually required.. .

~actloal ma.neu”mrs.-The suitability of tailless “
airplanes for performing tactical maneuvers of the nature
requl.redfor formation flylng, btibing, and aerial combat
has been the subject of frequent discussion. “Frqmcon-
siderations previously discussed, it appears that adequate
directional stablllty is a neoess~y requirement for
steadiness and ease of control- The faot that.;thelateral
reslstame associated with tailless alrplties is low may
preclude the possibility of making flat turns with the
rudder alone. At the present time, however, little
Information Is.available concerning the Inl’luenoeof . -
side area on the lateral flying qualities of tailless “ “
airplanes. More research Is needed on this sub$eot,
partl.oularlyin regard to the effeots produced by the
different directional-oontrol devloes mentioned in this
paper. ..
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The argument has been advamed that a pilot flylng
a fighter t~lless airplane will experience-dlffiofity-
In keeping”his gn.sight alined wtth-the ta-rgqt. It Is
believed:however that, if t~ tailless airplane possesses
the s- .directlonalstability anddihedral characteristics
as arq dexed for conventional airplanes, the controlled
motions during the normal accelerated maneuvers should
not differ appreolably from those of ~ conventional
airplane.

.m view of the likelihood tha”tthe successful.
tailless-airplane design may ~t -havelower directional
stability than conventional d.rplanes, the effect of
adverse aileron yaw Qn the pilot~s alm may be more . .
prpn,ouncedand in.such.cases a spring-connection between
...thqaileron and a.trimnlng tab on therudder may be’
:neoessary in order .t.osatisfy the following criterion:. . .

Such an arrangement should improve the steadiness of
flightb

....,

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF’TAILLESS

. . AND CONVENTIONAL AtiPLANES

lh recent years opinion has been dlvlded as regards
therelatlve adaptability of tailless and conventional
alrplanesmfor both fighter and bomber alrpl’anesas

.“ evidenced by the variety of designs that have appeared.
Some observations concerning the relative merits of
tailless and conventional designs are offered here
from consideration of the stability and control problems
that have been discussed.

small airplanes.- On account of the thin wing
seotions required for hi@ speed, the volume enclosed
by the wings of a small airplane i.snot large enough to
carry all the load; consequently it is necessary on
small airplanes of either the ta~lless or conventional
type to incorporate a fuselage or some other load-
carrying element. It appears also that a vertical tail
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Is neoessary for directional stability. The dlfferenoe
between a smal~~,,talll.easairplane and q small conven-
tional airplane, therefore, Is essentfhlly”due”to the
suppression of’a horizontal tall as a means of obtalnlng
longitudinal stability’and control. If”the conventional
airplane were pezvnltteda“reduotion in maximum lift
comparable w!th that tolerated on.tailless airplanes,
the tail sfze could be reduced oonslderably. With the
small horizontal tail then allowable, the conventional
airplane might have a performance comparable with that
usually claimed for tailless airplanes without the
restrictions attached to the longitudinal control.

.
airplanes.- FOr large airplanes, having
to >~ feet, the volwne of the wing alone

may be sufficient to enclose bulk or weight of an “
appreciable magnitude even with the thin wing sections
requlrad for high speed. There Is little reason to
suspeot that conventional airplanes of equal span will
have any less wing space available for cargo purposes
than tailless airplanes. It appears, therefore, that
the suppression oi’the fuselage as a load-carrying
element is prlmarlly a matter of airplane size rather
than of type.

n spite of the suppression of the fuselage,
howevev, a vertical tail may be necessary on any large
alrplano~ particularly on bombersz if optimum directional
stability and control are to be obtained. Some method
“mustalso be provided for obtaining longitudinal control,
Whethgr the longitudinal control is obtained by elevens
or by a horizontal tail located on a tall boom would
seem to have a secondary Influence on tineultimatm
performame to be expected, On the basis of the present
lmowledge of the stability and o-ontrolcharacteristics
of tailless airplanes, it appears desirable to make a
wmprehonsive study of the comparative perfozmmnue to
be expected from tailless and conventional airplanes
before proceeding farther with stability and control
studies.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Adtisory Committee for

Langley Field, Va. ~
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